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“Metals and life” exam 
Datum: July 2nd, 2014 

Tijd: 2-5 pm 
Zaal: C1 

Docent: Dr. Sylvestre Bonnet 
 
Voorzie het 1e blad van naam, adres, email, jaar van aankomst en nummer collegekaart. 
Schrijf op de andere losse bladen alleen de naam. Bij het tentamen is het gebruik van de syllabus of 
mobiele telefoon niet toegestaan. Voor elke vraag is de waardering aangegeven. 
 
On page 1, write your name, address, e-mail, year of enrolment and the number of the college card.  
At the following pages not your name. It is not allowed to use the syllabus or a cell phone during 
the examination. For each question the rating is given. 
 
When a justification is asked it counts at least as many points as the answer itself. The number of 
points per question is indicative and may be re-evaluated. 
 
Do not lose time on questions you can’t do. First answer the questions you can answer, and then 
spend time on the more difficult ones. 
 

 
Electronegativities of the elements. 

 
Selection of ionic radii (in pm). 
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Part A: cadmium as a calcium surrogate in protein-membrane interactions (4.25 points) 
 
Read the text and answer all questions. 
 
Protein kinases are enzymes that phosphorylate other proteins, ie, add phosphate groups to them. 
Phosphorylation is one of the main enzyme regulation mechanisms in biology, and deregulation of 
kinases leads to many diseases including cancer. In a paper from 2013, Morales et al investigated 
the effect of Cd2+ on the structure and membrane-binding properties of the C2 domain from the 
protein kinase Cα (C2α). When the concentration of Ca2+ increases the C2α protein binds to 
negatively charged lipids in the membrane such as phosphatidylserine (PS, see image below). Cd2+ 
is often used to mimic Ca2+ binding, notably because their ionic radius is similar and 113Cd has a 
spin I=1/2 and can be directly looked at by NMR. This property is not used in the present work, but 
the author question whether Cd2+ can be used as a surrogate for Ca2+ ions by comparing the binding 
of both metal ions to C2α. 

 

 
Figure 1. Top: formula of a phosphatidylserine lipid. Bottom: Two types of Cd2+ binding sites in 
C2α. Expansions of the 15N-1H HSQC spectra showing the chemical shift changes of 110 μM C2α 
in response to increasing Cd2+ concentration. Residues of groups A and B are shown in boldface 
and italics, respectively. Asterisk marks the position of the apo C2α T251 cross peak, which 
overlaps with F261. 

Solution NMR of the protein residues was used to identify the Cd2+ binding sites in C2α. The 
response of individual cross-peaks to increasing Cd2+ concentration was monitored in a series of 
15N-1H HSQC spectra (Figure 1) for two sets of Cd2+ concentrations: from 0 to 240 μM using a 
protein concentration of 0.5 μM, and from 240 to 4160 μM using a protein concentration of 110 
μM. According to the data there are two groups of residues that respond differently to Cd2+ binding. 
Group A falls into the slow-to-intermediate exchange regime on the NMR chemical-shift time 
scale, where the cross-peaks of the metal-complexed protein species appear at their final positions 
and gradually build up upon Cd2+ saturation (below 240 μM). Group B shows fast-exchange 
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behavior, where the cross-peak positions change smoothly in response to increasing Cd2+ 

concentration (above 240 μM). These data indicate that there are two distinguishable types of Cd2+ 

binding sites in C2α, with different binding kinetics of Cd2+ ions. The apparent Cd2+ affinities are 
also quite different, with groups A and B residues saturating at ∼300 μM and ∼4 mM Cd2+, 
respectively. The Chemical Shift Perturbation (CSP) analysis in the low-concentration Cd2+ regime 
is very similar to that observed previously for the binding of two Ca2+ ions to C2α.  
 

1) Cite three biological roles played by Ca2+ ions in the human body (0.25 point) 
2) Represent on a Gibbs free energy scheme the pattern corresponding to Cd2+ binding to 

binding site groups A and B. For group A the energy barrier and thermodynamic driving 
force are written ΔG≠

12 and ΔG0
12, respectively, and for group B they are written ΔG≠

3 and 
ΔG0

3 (see below; group A involves binding of two Cd2+ ions). Indicate these quantities on 
your Gibbs free energy scheme. (0.5 point) 

 

 
Figure 2. Cd2+binds to two distinct C2α regions: CMBLs and N- terminal/Helix3 region. (A) Chemical shift 
perturbation Δ for low- (yellow) and high-concentration (black) Cd2+regimes, demonstrating the presence of two types 
of sites. Inset shows Δ values for the indole N−H groups of Trp side chains. (B) Fraction of the Cd2+-complexed C2α, 
FCd, calculated using the change in the spectral center of mass of the Trp fluorescence emission spectra, plotted against 
Cd2+concentration. (C) Representative NMR-detected Cd2+ binding curves for N-terminal/Helix3 region. (D) Crystal 
structure of the Cd2+- complexed C2α (PDB ID 4L1L).  
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Ca2+ bind to so-called “Ca- and membrane-binding loop” (CMBL) of C2α, which according to a 
crystal structure of the Ca-loaded protein provides all ligands for the binding of two Ca2+ ions. The 
CSP pattern in the low-concentration Cd2+ regime is very similar to that observed for the binding of 
two Ca2+ ions to C2α. This suggests that two Cd2+ ions with similar affinities bind to two binding 
sites (called Cd1 and Cd2, see Figure 2D) in the loop region. The affinity of Cd2+ 

ions to this high-
affinity CMBL region of C2α could not be estimated based on the NMR data, because the binding 
kinetics fall into the intermediate-to-slow exchange regime. As an alternative, the fluorescence 
emission spectra of native tryptophan residues in C2α was used to estimate the affinity of Cd2+ to 
the high-affinity sites. The shape of the binding curve FCd=f([Cd]), where FCd is the fraction of the 
Cd2+-complexed C2α (determined from fluorescence data), and [Cd] is the added Cd2+ 
concentration,  indicates a significant degree of cooperativity (see Figure 2B). The data were fitted 
with the Hill equation: 

𝐹!" =
𝐶𝑑 !

𝐶𝑑 ! + 𝐶𝑑 ! !
!  

where H is the Hill coefficient, and 𝐶𝑑 ! !
!  is the Cd2+ 

concentration required to yield half of the 
maximal spectral change. The authors also name 𝐶𝑑 ! !

!  “the concentration of Cd2+ required to 
achieve half-maximal binding”. The fit produced the following parameters: H=2.9 ± 0.3 and 
𝐶𝑑 ! !

! =1.1 ± 0.1 µM. 
 

3) What means “cooperativity” in this context? (0.25 point) 
4) Do you know other proteins that show cooperative substrate binding? Give an example and 

explain the role of cooperativity. (0.5 point) 
 
If the two binding sites were non-cooperative, then binding of a first metal ion to the first site would 
not influence the binding of the second metal ions to the second binding site. The system would 
then be modeled as follows: 

𝑃 +𝑀
!
𝑃𝑀 and 𝑃𝑀 +𝑀

!
𝑃𝑀! 

where P and M represent the C2α protein and a divalent metal ion, respectively, and K is a 
thermodynamic binding constant expressed in M-1. 
 

5) In the non-cooperative hypothesis express FM, the fraction of the M2+-complexed protein, as 
a function of [Mfree], the concentration of unbound M2+ in the solution at the thermal 
equilibrium. Does this function depend on the protein concentration? (0.25 point) 
NB: note that [Mfree] is different from [Cd] as used by the authors in the article, which 
represent the total metal concentration added to the sample and not the concentration of 
free ions at the equilibrium!  
 

6) How does the function FM=f([Mfree]) look like, in the non-cooperative hypothesis, when 
[Mfree] is close to zero? And when [Mfree] becomes large compared to 1/K? How would then 
the curve FCd=f([Cdfree]) look like? Make a qualitative (but readable) drawing of it. (0.25 
point) 
 

7) Which set of equations would allow for determining the concentrations [Cdfree] and [P], the 
equilibrium concentration of the free metal ion and unbound protein, respectively, as a 
function of the total Cd2+ concentration ([Cd]) and total protein concentration [P]0? (0.25 
point) 
NB: It is NOT asked here to resolve this non-linear equation. 

 
8) How strongly do the data support the author’s statement that the binding of Cd2+ is 

cooperative? (0.25 point) 
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The low-affinity Cd-binding site (Cd3) is specific for the binding of Cd2+, as the binding of Ca2+ to 
this region of C2α has not been observed. Cd3 is not appreciably populated at the 0.5 µM C2α 
concentration used in the fluorescence experiments. However, the fast exchange behavior of the N-
terminal/Helix3 region allowed estimating the dissociation constant of the third Cd2+ ion, Cd3, 
using NMR at higher protein concentrations (110 µM). The binding curves were constructed by 
plotting a combined change in 1H and 15N chemical shifts, Δ , against total Cd2+ concentration 
(above 240 µM). To estimate the binding affinity, the Δ =f([Cd]) curves were fitted for each 
individual residue. The range of apparent Kd values is 270-1100 µM, with a mean value of 540 µM 
(see Figure 2C). 
 

9) Supposing that binding to Cd3 is independent from the binding state of Cd1 and Cd2 
calculate the percentage of metalation PCd3 of the low-affinity site Cd3 at a Cd2+ 
concentration of 240 µM and a concentration in C2α of 0.5 µM. Has binding of Cd3 started 
in such conditions? (0.25 point) 
 

10) Calculate the percentage of Cd-binding of Cd1, Cd2, and Cd3 when a protein concentration 
of 110 µM and a Cd2+ concentration of 240 µM are used. Is binding to Cd1 and Cd2 
finished in such conditions? (0.25 point) 

 
11) Can you justify the following sentence: “the separation of the Cd2+ binding sites was 

possible due to the different total protein concentration regimes used for the fluorescence 
(0.5 μM) and NMR (110 μM) experiments”? (0.25 point) 

 
In ultracentrifugation lipid-binding experiments, sucrose-loaded liposomes containing 30% PS were 
incubated with C2α and a solution of a metal ion (Ca2+, Cd2+ or Pb2+ with identical concentrations of 
175 µM) and then pelleted by ultracentrifugation. Basically, liposomes are precipitated against the 
bottom of the centrifugation tube due to the artificially higher gravity created by centrifugation, 
whereas solution species stay in the supernatant. For C2α the amount of protein left in the 
supernatant was quantified and used to calculate the protein fraction bound to the membranes. 
Addition of identical concentration of Ca2+, Cd2+ or Pb2+ to a solution C2α and negatively charged 
liposomes resulted in 97, 15, and 92% of protein binding to the membrane, respectively. 
 
When Cu2+ is added to the protein instead of Cd2+, an inverse metal binding pattern is seen: at low 
Cu2+ concentrations the signals of the N-terminal/Helix 3 regions of C2α broaden first, followed at 
higher Cu2+ concentrations by the signals of the CMBL region. Upon mixing 250 µM of Cu2+ and 
3.0 mM Ca2+ the N-terminal/Helix 3 regions of C2α is broaden, but not the CMBL region. 
Ultracentrifugation lipid-binding experiment similar to that described above shows full membrane 
binding. 
 

12) Which species do you form by mixing C2α, 250 µM of Cu2+ and 3.0 mM Ca2+? Justify. 
(0.25 point) 
 

13) Is the binding of a divalent metal cation to the N-terminal/Helix 3 regions of C2α 
responsible for the absence of binding of Cd2+-bound protein to the membrane? Justify. 
(0.25 point) 

 
14) There are two views on the role of Ca2+ in mediating protein−membrane interactions. One 

view is that Ca2+ increases the electrostatic potential of the membrane-binding regions of the 
protein and thereby acts as a nonspecific “electrostatic switch”. The other view is that Ca2+ 

specifically recognizes PS headgroup through the formation of coordination bonds with the 
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carboxyl and/or phosphoryl oxygens. Which of both views does seem the most appropriate 
to you? Justify. (0.25 point) 
 

15) The authors question whether Cd2+ can be used as a surrogate for Ca2+ ions in protein 
chemistry. Explain. (0.25 point) 

 
 
 
 
Part B. Permeability of liposomes to metal ions (1.75 points) 

 
Data: for this exercise you will need the volume (!!

!
𝑅!) and area (4𝜋𝑅!) of a sphere of radius R, 

and the Avogadro number (6.022×1023 mol-1). 
 

The permeability of potassium ions through a lipid bilayer made of DMPC is 5×10-11 cm.s-1. 
Liposomes are prepared that contain 0.14 M of potassium ions inside, whereas the concentration 
outside the liposomes is kept at 0.005 M. The diameter of the liposomes is 200 nm.  
 

16) Calculate the number of mol of K+ ions inside the liposomes. How many potassium ions 
does it represent? (0.25 points) 
 

17) Calculate, in mol.s-1, the flow of potassium ions dnK/dt escaping the liposomes by passive 
diffusion. Be careful with the units! (0.5 point) 
 

18) Express dnK/dt in number of ions per second. Which percentage does it represent compared 
to the total number of ions present in the liposome? Can the membrane be considered as 
permeable to K+ or impermeable? (0.25 point) 

 
19) Cite the name of two biomolecules used by living systems to increase the permeability of 

biological membranes towards potassium ions, and explain (in ~50 words per example) how 
they work. (0.5 point) 

 
20) Are there free potassium ions in a living cell, and are they toxic? Explain. (0.25 points) 
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Part C. Light-activated anticancer drugs (2 points). 
 
To solve the problem of cisplatin resistance researchers have proposed using light to activate 
anticancer prodrugs inside tumors. In a paper from 2012 Howerton et al studied the cytotoxicity of 
strained ruthenium-based compounds of the type [Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+ (see Chart 1), where L is a 
sterically hindered bidentate chelate such as 6,6’-dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine (dmbpy) or dipyrido[3,2-
f:2′,3′-h]- quinoxaline (dpq). Upon visible light irradiation of a solution of compound 2 for 
example, the complex reacts and photosubstitutes the dmbpy ligand by solvent molecules. By 
contrast, the phenanthroline-based complex 1 is phosphorescent and visible light irradiation is not 
followed by ligand substitution, but by a strong phosphorescence (not shown). In the dark, all 
complexes are stable in aqueous solution at concentrations of 50 mM for months at room 
temperature. 

 
 
 

21) Cite three strategies different from light activation used by cancer researchers to solve the 
problems of side effects and resistances during cisplatin treatment. (0.25 point) 
 

22) Write the chemical formula of the photoproduct resulting of irradiation of compound 2 by 
visible light. (0.25 point) 

 
23) Compound 2 is chiral. Represent the 3D structures of its two enantiomers. Do you expect 

these two enantiomers to have identical or different toxicity in the dark? And after light 
irradiation? (0.25 point) 

 
To determine the potency of the Ru(II) complexes, cell cytotoxicity studies were performed in 
HL60 leukemia cells and A549 lung cancer cells (see Figure 3 and Table 1). Cells were incubated 
with the Ru compounds for 12 h in the dark before irradiation with >450 nm light (410 W) for 3 
min. Dark controls were run in parallel. Cell survival was quantified 72 h later. Data are shown in 
Figure 3 and Table 1.  
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24) Does visible light (λ>450 nm) have influence on the cytotoxicity of cisplatin? Why? (0.25 
point) 
 

25) Do compounds 1, 2, and 3, become more or less toxic upon light irradiation? Justify with 
data from the text. (0.25 point) 
 

26) Would you expect compound 1 to be phototoxic? Justify and indicate which experimental 
parameter will influence very much its phototoxicity. (0.25 point) 
 

27) In the article the author test the interaction of compounds 1-3 with DNA plasmids, in the 
dark and under light irradiation. How relevant are DNA reactivity tests for anticancer 
metallodrugs? Justify. (0.25 point) 
 

28) The DNA binding and the cytotoxicity of cisplatin and of the Ru compounds are tested in 
presence of glutathione (GSH). Why? (0.25 point) 
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Part D: The PeerWise Question (0.5 bonus point) 

Lead glass is a variety of glass in which lead replaces the calcium content of a typical potash glass. 
Lead glass contains typically 18–40 weight% lead(II) oxide (PbO), while modern lead crystal, 
historically also known as flint glass due to the original silica source, contains a minimum of 24% 
PbO. Lead glass is desirable owing to its decorative properties. 

In the European Union, labeling of "crystal" products is regulated by Council Directive 
69/493/EEC, which defines four categories, depending on the chemical composition and properties 
of the material. Only glass products containing at least 24% of lead oxide may be referred to as 
"lead crystal". Products with less lead oxide, or glass products with other metal oxides used in place 
of lead oxide, must be labeled "crystallin" or "crystal glass". 

The addition of lead oxide to glass raises its refractive index and lowers its working temperature 
and viscosity. The attractive optical properties of lead glass result from the high content of the 
heavy metal lead. The high atomic number of lead also raises the density of the material. The high 
ionic radius of the Pb2+ ion renders it highly immobile in the matrix and hinders the movement of 
other ions; lead glasses therefore have high electrical resistance, about two orders of magnitude 
higher than soda-lime glass. 

Items made of lead glass may leach lead into the food and beverages contained. Leaded crystal 
wineglasses and decanters are generally not considered to pose a significant health risk, provided 
that these items are washed thoroughly before use, that beverages are not stored in these containers 
for more than a few hours, and provided that they are not used by children. 
It has been proposed that the historic association of gout with the upper classes in Europe and 
America was, in part, caused by their extensive use of lead crystal decanters to store fortified wines 
and whisky. 
In a study performed at North Carolina State University, the amount of lead migration was 
measured for port wine stored in lead crystal decanters. After two days, lead levels were 89 µg/L 
(micrograms per liter). After four months, lead levels were between 2,000 and 5,000 µg/L. Some 
spirits stored in lead crystal for over five years had lead levels around 20,000 µg/L. To put this into 
perspective, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's lead standard for drinking water is 15 
µg/L = 0.015 parts per million. 

Besides alcoholic drinks what kind of other beverages would you consider hazardous to serve and 
store in lead glass?Justify.  

OPTION ANSWER 
A Alkiline water and drinks 
B Acidic water and drinks 
C Milk and yoghurt 
D All organically obtained beverages 
E "Lead adsorption is natural and body can assimilate it." - Robert Kehoe 
 
 

End of the exam. 
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Metals and life exam 
Datum: July 2nd, 2014 

Tijd: 2-5 pm 
Zaal: C1 

Docent: Dr. Sylvestre Bonnet 
 
Answers to Part A: cadmium as a calcium surrogate in protein-membrane interactions (4 
points) 
The article is Morales et al, JACS 2013, 135, 12980. 

 
1. It plays a role for example in muscle contraction, in nerve signal propagation (in synapses), 

and serves as structural element in bones. 
2. The first site is slow in binding, and has a higher affinity, than the second site, which has 

fast kinetics and is saturated at much higher Cd2+ concentrations. Thus binding is sequential, 
the first energy barrier is higher than the second, and the first thermodynamic driving force 
is higher than the second one. The resulting G scheme looks like this: 

 
 

3. That the binding of the second metal (in the first binding site) depend on the binding of the 
first one. 

4. Hemoglobin binds O2 in a cooperative manner. It is a tetramer of myoglobin that can bind 
up to 4 molecules of O2. Binding occurs in a S-shape curve, so that at low O2 pressures the 
binding strength is lower than that of myoglobin, which is a monomer found in muscles. In 
muscles, the higher binding strength of myoglobin allows for O2 to go from the blood (ie 
from hemoglobin) to the muscle (myoglobin). 

5. If the two binding sites are independent, then binding of one metal to one site does not 
influence binding of the second metal ion to the second site, and both binding can be 
modeled by a binding constant K such that: 

𝑃 +𝑀
!
𝑃𝑀! 

𝑃 +𝑀
!
𝑃𝑀! 

𝑃𝑀! +𝑀
!
𝑃𝑀!𝑀! 

𝐾 = !"!
! !

= !"!
! !

= !"!!!
!"! !

 necessarily induces that 𝑃𝑀! = 𝑃𝑀! = 𝑃𝑀  and 

𝑃𝑀!𝑀! = 𝑃𝑀! . Then 𝑃𝑀! = 𝐾× 𝑃𝑀 × 𝑀!"##  and 𝑃𝑀 = 𝐾× 𝑃 × 𝑀!"## . 
As 𝐹!" =

!" ! !"!
! ! !" ! !"!

 then 

 𝐹!" =
!× ! × !!"## !!× !" × !!"##

! !!× ! × !!"## !!× !" × !!"##
= !× ! × !!"## !!!× ! × !!"##

!

! !!× ! × !!"## !!!× ! × !!"##
! and finally 

𝐹!" =
!× !!"## !!!× !!"##

!

!!!× !!"## !!!× !!"##
!. This expression does not depend on [P]! 
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6. When [Mfree] tends to zero then 𝐹!~𝐾× 𝑀!"##  and at high [Mfree] (compared to 1/K) then 
then 𝐾× 𝑀!"## ≫ 1 and 𝐹!~1: the function starts as a straight line (with K as a slope) and 
tends to 1 at saturation (such as the curves on figure 2C).  

7. Matter conservation, written for the metal ion and for the protein, would lead the two 
coupled equations:  

𝑃 + 𝑃𝑀 + 𝑃𝑀! = 𝑃 ! 
𝑀!"## + 𝑃𝑀 + 2× 𝑃𝑀! = 𝑀  

which can be rearranged into 
𝑃 + 𝐾× 𝑃 × 𝑀!"## + 𝐾!× 𝑃 × 𝑀!"##

! = 𝑃 ! 
𝑀!"## + 𝐾× 𝑃 × 𝑀!"## + 2×𝐾!× 𝑃 × 𝑀!"##

! = 𝑀  
 

8. The curve FCd=f([Cd]) is clearly sigmoidal, the difference with an exponential is rather 
striking, so cooperativity is demonstrated without doubt here, the author’s argument is pretty 
strong. 
 

9. The site Cd3 only binds one metal ion and can be considered as independent of Cd1 and 
Cd2. Thus this is a normal one-metal, one-binding site equilibrium described by a binding 
constant Kd3=540 µM. Be careful: this is a dissociation constant (unit: M), whereas above K 
were association constants (unit: M-1). Thus this time 𝐾!! =

! × !
!"

= !.!!! × !"#!!
!

= 540 
, where x is the equilibrium concentration in bound Cd3 site (all numbers being expressed in 
micromolar). Numerically resolving this equation led to x=0.15 µM (the other solution is 
780 µM, which is not possible with 0.5 µM of the protein). Thus, binding to Cd3 has started 
in such conditions, but the binding site is still essentially empty. 
 

10. For the sites Cd1 and Cd2 simply applying the Hill’s equation led to FCd~1. For Cd3 using 
the same equation as in question 10 𝐾!! =

! × !
!"

= !!"!! × !"#!!
!

= 540 led to x=31 µM, 
which represents 13% of bound sites (the other solution is 859 µM, which is not possible 
with 110 µM of the protein). 

 
11. At 0.5 µM even at the highest [Cd] used of 240 µM binding to Cd3 has not started, thus, the 

fluorescence experiments is only probing the two first binding sites Cd1 and Cd2, whereas 
Cd3 does not interfere with the measurement. On the contrary, with 110 µM protein and at 
the same Cd concentration the two sites Cd1 and Cd2 are fully saturated with cadmium, 
whereas Cd3 has just started to coordinate. Further addition of Cd2+ will only bind to Cd3, 
which is probed by NMR, and this without interference of Cd1 and Cd2.  
 

12. A protein where Cu2+ is bound to Cd3 site (as Cu2+ is paramagnetic and the NMR signals of 
the Cd3 sites are broadened, and two Ca2+ ions are bound to the CMBL sites (as these sites 
are not broadened by the presence of Cu2+). 
 

13. No, as binding of another dicationic metal such as Cu2+ does not prevent the Ca2+-bound 
protein to bind to the membrane. 
 

14. The second one, as simple electrostatic would not make a difference between Ca2+, Cu2+, 
Cd2+, or Pb2+. 
 

15. Not always: their argument is that although Ca2+ and Cd2+ look like each other, their 
chemistry and their binding to proteins is not necessarily the same, so that care must be 
taken before using Cd2+ as a surrogate for Ca2+. 
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16. The volume of the liposome is !!
!
𝑅! with R=100 nm = 10-6 dm the volume is 4.2x10-18 L. 

With a concentration of 0.14 mol.L-1 it is 5.9x10-19 mol of K+, which represents 353 000 
ions. 

 
17. !!!

!"
= 𝐴×𝑃× 𝐾 !" − 𝐾 !"#  . Expressing all lengths, surfaces and volumes in dm, dm2, 

and dm3, respectively, reduces the chances of doing mistakes as 1 L=1 dm3. The area of the 
liposome is 4×𝜋× 10!! ! = 12.6×10!!"  dm2, the permeability of K+ was 5×10!!" dm.s-

1, and the concentration difference was 0.135 mol.dm-3. The product of these three numbers 
was 8.5×10!!"mol.s-1. 

 
18. Multiplying by the Avogadro number the previous result gave 5 K+ ions going through the 

membrane per second. This represents 0.0015% of the 353 000 ions present in the 
liposomes, ie, the membrane can be considered as poorly permeable to potassium ions. 

 
19. Ionophores such as valinomycin chelate K+ and make it much more membrane soluble, 

which disturbs the K+ concentration gradient necessary to cells to live. This molecule is used 
as antibiotics to kill bacteria. Another molecule is the Na+/K+-ATPase for example, which 
uses the energy of ATP to simultaneously pump sodium cations out of the cell and 
potassium in the cells. 

 
20. There ARE free K+ ions inside all cells and they are not toxic at those concentrations! The 

concentration gradient across cell membranes is necessary for the normal functioning of 
most cells, as it is used by many biological processes such as signaling. 

 
21. - Targeting: binding of cancer-targeting building blocks to direct the toxic compound to 

cancer cells.  
- Encapsulation: to prevent the compound of interacting with blood proteins too fast, and use 
EPR effect to target tumors passively. 
- And the prodrug strategy, where Pt(IV) complexes are used as prodrugs that will be 
reduced slowly in the body after it enters the cells. 
 

22. [Ru(bpy)2(OH2)2]2+ 
 

23. delta en lempda enantiomers. We expect them to have different toxicity profiles in the dark, 
as any pairs of enantiomers (as most biological compounds and proteins are chiral they will 
discriminate two enantiomers). After light irradiation, it depends if the photoproduct 
racemizes during irradiation. 

 
 

24. No because cisplatin does not absorb light. 
 

25. As the IC50 becomes lower by irradiation the compounds become more toxic. 
 

26. Yes, as the triplet state responsible for phosphorescence might react with O2 and make 
singlet O2, which is very toxic. Phototoxicity will highly depend on O2 concentration thus. 
 

27. They are relevant provided there is a proof that the compound goes into the nucleus. 
Metallodrug-protein interaction are very important, too. 
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28. GSH is a thiol present in high concentration inside cells. It is also a soft ligand that will bind 
to soft metals such as Pt(II) or Ru(II) and increase detoxification of the cell, thus resistances 
to treatment. 

 
 
The PeerWise question: 
 
Good answer was B. PbO is an oxide and will be dissolved by acids in general, which will lead to 
free Pb2+ ions to go into the liquid that will later on be drunk. 
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